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Notes is the format in which songs are written down. Notes begin with blank note personnel paper consisting of charts that have five lines and four spaces, each of which represents a note. Songwriters who compose songs in standard music notation use sheet music papers, which can then be passed on to musicians
interpreting the notes for a musical performance. Today it is easier than ever to make your own notes. With notation software such as Finale or the free web-based Noteflight service, everyone can convert their musical ideas into professional sheet music. Use Noteflight to get started (see Resources). Noteflight is a free
web-based music notation service that allows you to write, print, and even save your notes as music files for playback. Noteflight has a clean, easy-to-use interface that allows even beginners to create a song in notes. Because Noteflight allows you to hear what you've written, you can experiment with different notes until
you create something that sounds good, even if you're unfamiliar with The Music Composition. Create a Noteflight account and sign in to start creating your notes. You can start writing your song right away. At the top of the page, click New Score on a toolbar to create an empty grade document. Choose whether to share
your notes privately or. Noteflight shows you an empty sheet of music in the key of C with a 4/4 time signature. Click Edit Title at the top of your sheet and type the name of your song, then click Edit Composer and enter your name. Make any necessary changes to your key signature or time signature in the Score menu
with the Change time signature or change key signature command. Add notes and pauses to your notes by clicking the empty staff. A note head appears, and you can drag and click where you want the note to appear. You can also use the floating palette to select different note durations. When you insert your notes,
Noteflight will automatically reformat your notes to maintain the correct number of beats per bar. To hear what you've written at any point, go to the Play menu and select the playback option you want. Print your notes when you're done composing your song. The result will be a professional score of your song
composition. You can also use Noteflight to create an audio file of your composition. With Noteflight, you can use the corresponding parts to Assign. Go to File and select Export to save your finished notes as MP3 or WAV file. This way you can make an example recording of your band. Disney is finally doing what we
fairy-tale and Once Upon a Time lovers dreamed they would do: they're doing their best animated films in YA novels starting this month with Liz Braswell's A Whole New New . But don't expect your favorite children's movies to be translated literally. Disney is changing the traditional stories and imagines what would have
happened if the story had had a big turn. A whole new world becomes a twisted retelling of, you guessed it, Aladdin. Remember the story? Street rat (his words, not mine) finds a magic lamp and receives three wishes from a huge, friendly genius. He uses a desire to become Prince Ali and fight for the heart of Princess
Jasmine. Well, let us support that. In A Whole New World, Aladdin can't find the lamp, finds a friend like genius, doesn't get his three wishes, and won't become Prince Ali (fabulously he). Instead, the evil Jafar – and presumably his sidekick Iago – first finds the lamp and receives his own three wishes from Genie. You'll
probably see where that's going: nasty chaos. Braswell talks about what would happen next. Now Jafar Agrabah reigns as Densultan and is the most powerful wizard in history. But the world will not just sit around and wait for his third wish to be fulfilled. Aladdin pulls other street rats together in a rebellion, and Princess
Jasmine leaves her menagerie to become an influential freedom fighter who rebels against the royal family in which she used to be involved. Disney Press' Twisted Tales series will use their same creative spin on other classic Disney movies, but in case they need ideas, I have six new shows that I'd like to see, each with
a music-inspired title and a big twist. Sleeping BeautyThe title: Once Upon a DreamThe big turn: Maleficent receives a timely invitation to Princess Aurora's baby shower, of course sent by Raven. The greatest villain of all Disney villains basically ruined the entire universe of the royal family just because he was bruised on
a baby celebration invitation. This is a serious FOMO. So what if Maleficent receives this invitation in the twisted Sleeping Beauty titled Once Upon a Dream? She never throws the curse that says Aurora will die on her 16th birthday, Aurora will never be Briar Rose, the three BFF fairies never live with her in the forest,
she never sticks her finger, and the whole castle never falls asleep. Princess Aurora would instead grow up and learn how to rule her kingdom, with Maleficent acting more quietly than her antagonist. So far, of course, Queen Aurora marries Prince Phillip and doesn't invite the dark fairy to her wedding. To defy Aurora,
she curses Phillip, and it's instead Aurora who must fight Maleficent to save her love and kingdom. Beauty and the BeastDer Title: Be Our Big twist: The Beast's furniture lovers are all in Belle's head I mean, you don't really believe Disney's story of a talking clock, candle and teapot, did you? In this twisted adaptation,
Belle becomes into a mental illness after being caught by the evil animal in his castle and Anger and violence. She dreams a fantasy world for herself and distances herself from the reality in which literally everything around her becomes her hospitable friends. Belle has never just had a happy group of pals back in her
provincial life in the small town, so she knows no one is coming to help her. Instead, Belle herself must find her way back to reality and fight back against the Beast in order to escape. The Little MermaidThe Title: Part of Your WorldThe Big Turn: Prince Eric goes to Ursula to become a Mer-ManLet face: Sebastian was
right, and Ariel has a pretty sweet life under the sea. She has a whole group of sisters who have a Partridge Family-style band in which she is Beyonce. She's a princess. Her best mate Flounder is 100 per cent loyal and will follow her crazy adventures. Why would she ever want to go up where she was in the sun all day?
Instead, Prince Eric basically has no one. He lives and breathes by the sea and is happiest on his boat or overlooking the ocean from his crazy Cribs balcony. One day, as Ursula roams the beach in her Vanessa disguise, Eric instead begs the sea witch to turn him into a mer man. Ariel recognizes the prince as the one
she saved from drowning, but he can't remember her. For Ursula's prize was to wipe the prince's memory, unless he can get a kiss of his true love within three days. CinderellaThe Title: So This LoveThe Main Twist: Cinderella can't go to the ball, and Prince Charming marries her evil stepsister Imagine, whether the evil
stepmother's plan sticks, and no fairy Godmother can bibbity-boppity-boo Cinderella to the royal ball. Somehow, Prince Charming is instead pushed into an agreement in which he marries the evil step-sister Drizella. (He has something for brunettes.) Anastasia, who feels angry and abandoned, turns against her mother
and sister and finds an unexpected friend and ally in Cinderella. Prince Charming isn't that charming – and really, throwing a ball where he can choose cherry his bride from, as his own life action Tinder should have shown us that — so he makes passes to both Anastasia and Cinderella. The girls, who realize what is
going on, team up to replace Prince Charming and take revenge on their mother/stepmother for playing all three of them against each other since their youth. Peter PanThe title: Second star rightThe turn: It's Tiger Lily and Tinkerbell coming into the Darling room in an effort to escape Peter Pan, the crazy stalker-flying
boy who comes after them Tiger Lily and Tinkerbell hide in the Playroom of the Darling, where they meet Wendy, Michael and John. Wendy thinks she should take part in this trip to Neverland to help the young women fight against the magical boy who came and took over her homeland. The catch is that Michael, who is
always for his smarts and and takes a fondness for Peter Pan's macho bro code and his rag-tag group of Lost Boys, who have bullied all the girls from Neverland. Now they have to find Michael and convince him to escape Pan's grip, and they find an unexpected ally in Captain Hook and his female first partner,
Smee.Frozen / TangledThe title: Let It Go (Of course)The main branching turn: Rapunzel is actually Elsa and Anna's long-lost, magical cousinDisney can pay great tribute to his dedicated viewers by showing us the incredible fan theory. When you notice the end of Frozen, Rapunzel and Eugene show up at Arendelle's
coronation of Elsa. The theory, and Let It Go, focuses on the idea that Rapunzel showed the same magical blood as Elsa because it affects the blondes in the family, and that's why she was kidnapped by the witch. In fact, Elsa and Anna's parents were killed on the way to Rapunzel's wedding. In Let It Go, Elsa and Anna
discover this family connection and seek out their cousin, fight together against evil in the country and fight for equal rights for wizards. Pictures: Giphy (7) Take a trip to the memory trail that you feel nostalgia AF musicians of the world, your dreams just come true. Some nice souls have come up with a Kindle for notes,
and it's called Gvido – a two-screen e-ink device that has organized digital scores, and all the binder of loose sheet paper that keeps exploding. The Gvido, the brain child of Tokyo-based Terrada Music Score, consists of a 13.3-inch Mobius flexible paper display, about the size of your actual notes, with a resolution of
1,200 x 1,600 pixels. But now, instead of scrolling through physical pages, you can swipe over this thin, lightweight device as you make your way through a piece. The Gvido claims to support a long service life due to the low power consumption of its e-paper, and thanks to its Wi-Fi and Bluetooth features, you can
actually buy scores directly from the Internet and download them to your device. And don't worry – if you want to make comments in your scores, you'll still be able to do so with the Gvido. According to the company, the device comes with a digital pen that allows users to take notes directly on the e-ink page, and save all
the tags in a PDF file format. Its microSD card slot and internal memory should also provide plenty of storage space and support your exploration of musical compositions from the Baroque to the present day. Unfortunately, there is no automatic page rotation function (which is really what we need), and a demo video
indicates that the (you tap or slide your finger over the device) is a bit slow. Still, it can only be made one of the most exciting tech innovations for musicians in recent memory, so if you're tired, to organize the notes on your shelf, consider the Gvido instead. Editorial recommendations
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